Lina Badimon: The CBCS was a great initiative; it has been running for 15 years now, and at the beginning, it was not easy to convince the ESC board at the time of the need to have such a council. But they immediately reacted to our plans of saying 'we want to have an area for people who are interested in basic science, or translational science, to have the opportunity to meet together'. So it happened fast and it was recognized that there was a niche for us within the ESC.
The Council was initially formed by one member from each working group, and we started with a lot of ideas and passion. We wanted to create a new body to support basic/translational research and we wanted this initiative to be successful. (FCVB), a meeting which brings together young people working in different areas of Cardiology, but not only Cardiology, also Sister Societies that are part of the Council. This was another of our achievements, because within the Council, we have representatives from European societies that are working in different cardiovascular research areas.
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The concept of having a common mission and putting all these people together within the Council was a successful idea. We also offer many grantsbut I would definetely like to offer much more, so better remove the 'many'! We offer-some-grants (laughs). We also give career awards and offer mobility travel grants, which are small grants for clinicians/researchers to visit other laboratories in which they might have in mind to carry out a post-doctorate or establish any kind of scentific interaction. The whole idea behind all these initiatives is to mobilize young people in Europe and to be able to network. If we succeed and I think we're starting to succeed, we will have the future very much well-equipped for these young people to ask for money in co-operative grants to the European community or other private consortium grants. Overall, we aim to foster scientific relations that will be much better than those I had when I was young, where I had to look for everything by myself.
So these are some accomplishments of the Council in different areas. But I honestly believe we have been really successful in achieving our goals. Now the Board of the ESC is very satisfied with our activities and respects our contributions-even those related to the annual meeting, From my point of view, there is an international vision that the ESC is improving in basic science. Of course, we still have to do more. We can never stop. But looking back, we have to be proud because we have accomplished our goals and looking ahead we have many new objectives. Lina Badimon: Well, as you know, the ESC is not like the American Heart Association (AHA), which is a foundation in addition to being a scientific society. Therefore, the ESC does not have the same resources to really give grants for research. This is something we cannot think about at present. I don't know if this will change in the future. But the ESC is more of a scientific society, so there is funding for initiatives that are trying to mobilize people and other initiatives such as the Outstanding Career Award, because we wanted to highlight people who have highly contributed to cardiology from the basic sciences. This was a novelty, you know? Fifteen years ago, the ESC was mainly clinical, so in this time we have changed everybody's mind! I mean, clinicians are now thinking that basic science is important for the future of cardiology. Currently there are grants that we use to mobilize the young Fellows. Initially, it was only for MDs, but another accomplishment of the CBCS is that PhDs can also apply and, indeed, they are getting travel grants and mobility grants (e.g. First Contact Initiative Grant). Unfortunately, I do not think we will be able to give big grants for research, if this is what you are asking. When a scientist already has a consolidated position, they have to look for grant money at the national level, in Europe and through other sources -but not at the ESC. So far, the ESC does not have the resources to provide this funding.
Jyoti Patel: Finally, what do you think is the future of the CBCS and the ESC?
Lina Badimon: We have been looking into that because I consider that the best way to survive is to renew! (Laughs). To renew the activities, to renew the people and, also, to renew what we want and expect from the Council. We had a strategy meeting two days ago here in Vienna, in the premises (FCVB 2018)-where we discussed how can we do even better and also how to help the young communities. We must come up with new ideas. We're going to be working on that during this year while we prepare for the Budapest meeting (FCVB 2020). We have a group of, 'senior' participants in the Council who know its history, and will be of valuable help by providing new formulas to keep doing better.
We are also working on how to improve FCVB as well as what to do with the Scientists of Tomorrow (SoT) group-which you know very well as you are one of them! The SoT was an idea of the Council and it has been an initiative which has been a success because of the work of its members, including the Nucleus of the SoT, who have taken this initiative on as their own. You have done a marvelous job, we are very satisfied with it. Now, the way I see your future, is that we should really try to implement this concept of the SoT in the national societies. This approach would be very good because it would give a higher profile to the SoTs. It also has a double mission because the national societies could be stimulated to promote research, seeing what the ESC is doing. So it works both ways.
As you know, I am the Vice-President of the ESC and I also really want to have initiatives that will change the profile of the society as a whole. From my perspective, these national society relations should be improved in the future. It also seems to me that the SoT should really get linked to the Cardiologists of Tomorrow, if we want to accomplish the initiative of having clinician-scientists that understand science very well and promote PhDs within the teams.
So in the future, Europe will gain a lot of power with people who are very brainy and have the resources to apply for grants. There are many funding possibilities-even in private hands, that are indicated for consortiums of scientists and clinicians. I also consider we will move towards improving the meeting [ESC Congress] and regarding the summer school, we will have to follow what we have done so far, but nevertheless, the program will have to adapt and change to the new times. In conclusion, there are few things we want to do and we want to do them well, always having in mind that we have to be working for the young generations-I think the Council's strength lies in this mission.
Jyoti Patel: Thank you Professor Badimon for agreeing to do this interview.
Lina Badimon: Thank you.
Professor Lina Badimon: "If we succeed, and I think we're starting to succeed, we will have the future very much wellequipped for these young people . . . Overall, we aim to foster scientific relations that will be much better than those I had when I was young."
